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Hi, I’m Zoya. Today I will tell you about my workshop paper in collaboration with 
Michelle Borkin at Northeastern. We analyze eye movements on visualizations and then 
visualize the eye movements.



We are interested in eye movement analyses 

and corresponding visual analytics tools 

that can facilitate the collective analysis of 

information visualization designs.

First let me give you our motivation both for this workshop paper and our general line 
of research on eye movements and visualizations. [text] Now let me explain the text in 
blue a little more precisely.



We are interested in eye movement analyses 

and corresponding visual analytics tools 

that can facilitate the collective analysis of 

information visualization designs.

eye fixation metrics

visualizations

across a 
population 
of usersto evaluate and compare 

visualization types and sources

Although we are interested in eye movement analyses more generally, in this paper and 
presentation we focus specifically on fixation metrics. Also, although multiple visual 
analytics tools are available for examining eye movement data, here we restrict our 
scope to static visualizations. By ‘collective analysis’ I mean the ability to quantify and 
run statistics on a whole population of users. Our goal is to perform this eye movement 
analysis in order to evaluate and compare different visualization types and sources.



Kim et al. (2012)

Siirtola et al. (2009)

Design evaluation using eye movements

Andrienko et al. (2012)

A number of prior works have visualized and analyzed eye movements to investigate 
the attentional patterns of a population of participants on a particular information 
visualization type. 



Kim et al. (2012)

Siirtola et al. (2009)

Design evaluation using eye movements

Andrienko et al. (2012)

What about comparisons across 
visualization/graph types?

Rather than validating and evaluating a particular visualization or design, here our focus 
is on the evaluation and comparison across a diverse set of visualization types.



Burch et al. (2011)

Huang et al. (2005,2007,2009)

Pohl et al. (2009)

Design comparison using eye movements

Goldberg & Helfman (2010)

There have also been a number of works looking at directly comparing different 
designs. (there’s many more works that won’t fit here). 



Burch et al. (2011)

Huang et al. (2005,2007,2009)

Pohl et al. (2009)

Design comparison using eye movements

Goldberg & Helfman (2010)

6 tree diagrams
(3 types)

6-12 node 
link diagrams

6 tasks, 
4 graphs/task

(3 types)

9 graphs
(3 layouts)

However, these analyses have been relatively small scale - examining a small number of 
different graphs or visualizations each, with the designs often being simple and 
generated specifically for the study. This made it feasible to manually examine 
individual fixation maps and manually compare visualizations.



Scaling up

• large collection of “in the wild” visualizations

• different visualization types and sources

• many diverse participants

Instead, we are interested in scaling up analyses to evaluate and compare a large 
collection of diverse visualizations of different types and sources, for which we have 
the eye movements of a large collection of participants. At the end of the presentation, 
I’ll mention how we continue to expand the amount of data we have, specifically 
observer attentional patterns. Here, we are interested in analyses and tools that can 
scale with large populations of visualizations and observers.



Scaling up

• large collection of “in the wild” visualizations

• different visualization types and sources

• many diverse participants

Goal: automatic, quantitative analysis

With the goal being to run automatic, quantitative analyses on all this data and be able 
to quantify the evaluations and comparisons.



MASSVIS Dataset

massvis.mit.edu

Naturally for this goal we need a large dataset. So I’m going to use this opportunity to 
mention that the dataset we (MIT and Harvard teams) have been working on for a few 
years is now being made available online at massvis.mit.edu. We have thousands of “in-
the-wild” visualizations and for hundreds of them we have many manual annotations.



MASSVIS Dataset

dozens of eye-tracking lab participants

100s of diverse visualizations

100s of online participants (MTurk)

1000s of labels and annotations

1000s of user text descriptions

10,000s of eye fixations
massvis.mit.edu

And among the data collected on this dataset, we have quite a bit of user data, 
including eye movements, which will be my focus for this presentation.



InfoVis: Human Reasoning
Thursday, Oct. 29

8:30-10:10 am, Grand

To find out more about the dataset, our experiments, and the conclusions we are able to 
make, I encourage you to attend our InfoVis talk this Thursday morning.



ORIGINAL

Eye Movement Metrics for Information Visualizations
Authors here

Fig. 1. We present multiple ways of analyzing and visualizing eye movements on visualizations. From left to right: (1) original
visualization, (2) scan path (ordered eye fixations) recorded on top of the visualization, (3) duration plot, where each fixation is plotted
of size proportional to its duration, (4) fixation heatmap - a density plot of the regions most fixated, and (5) coverage plot, highlighting
the area of a visualization covered by fixations. These different visualization modalities can uncover different aspects of how observers
examine visualizations.

Abstract—What can an observer’s eye movements reveal about how the observer interacts with and processes an information visu-
alization? And conversely, how can these eye movements be used to make inferences about the effectiveness of the visualization
and the design principles employed? With reference to previous research in eye tracking, psychology, and human-computer inter-
action, we discuss some eye fixation metrics that can be used as tools for answering these questions - specifically, in application to
information visualizations. We also present techniques to visualize some of the properties of fixation behavior that these metrics aim
to capture.

Index Terms—Information visualization, eye-tracking study, fixations, metrics, methodology

1 INTRODUCTION

The eyes can provide us with some clues about what elements of the
visual world people pay attention to, what they spend time on, and how
they redirect their attention between visual elements. The eyes have
also been found to be indicators of higher-level cognitive processing,
like memory and comprehension [10, 17, 24, 14]. This sets eye move-
ment analyses up to be useful tools for studying how observers interact
with information visualizations, and conversely, which visualization
designs can more effectively guide observer behavior (see also [3]).

There is a significant existing literature regarding eye movement
analyses on natural scenes, simple artificial stimuli, webpages and
user interfaces, and increasingly, visualizations. Eye-tracking evalu-
ations can be an effective tool for understanding how a person views
and visually explores a visualization [1]. They have been used in
the visualization community for evaluating specific visualization types
such as graphs [11, 12, 16, 21], tree diagrams [5], and parallel coor-
dinates [27], for comparing multiple types of visualizations [7], and
for evaluating cognitive processes in visualization interactions [15].
There has also been research in the area of understanding different
types of tasks and visual search strategies for visualizations through
the analysis of eye-tracking fixation patterns as well as insights into
cognitive processes [21, 23]. Eye tracking has often been used as a
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tool in human-computer interaction (HCI) for evaluating the usability
of systems and studying the question of interface design [13, 8].

Depending on the analysis, different aspects of oculomotor behav-
ior are measured, including standard metrics like mean fixation dura-
tion, saccade1 rates, gazing time, etc. Surveys of some of these met-
rics can be found in [13, 22]. Many of these metrics, however, are
variants of each other that can be summarized by a few main axes of
fixation behavior, including fixation locations, fixation durations, tem-
poral order of fixations or scan path (see also [19]), and fixation extent
(how much of the visual input has actually been seen). In this paper,
we adapt some of these metrics for application to information visual-
izations. Specifically, we are interested in capturing general observer
viewing behavior, to facilitate making inferences about the effective-
ness of different visualization designs. By additionally having labeled
visualization elements we can relate our results back to these elements.
Thus, we employ metrics that can be meaningfully accumulated across
a population of observers and hundreds of visualizations. Here we
present these metrics, discuss their significance with regards to infor-
mation visualization design, and present a number of techniques to
visualize some of the properties of fixation behavior that these metrics
aim to capture.

1Saccades are the intervals between fixations: the motion of the eyes from
one fixation point to the next. The explicit analysis of saccades is beyond the
scope of the present paper, for which additional metrics would be necessary.
For more about saccades, see [17].

SCAN PATH DURATION PLOT FIXATION HEATMAP COVERAGE PLOT(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

This paper

The focus of this workshop paper and presentation is specifically on the eye movement 
analyses, going beyond what is presented in the InfoVis paper. Here we are interested 
in the general kind of inferences about design we can make from eye movements, how 
we can visualize them, and quantify them on this kind of data. We also provide a review 
of relevant visualization techniques and visualizations that scale to this task of large 
data analysis.



393 visualizations
4 categories
7 sources
11 types

The kind of diversity we are dealing with in our analysis is hundreds of visualizations 
from different publication sources, divided into 4 different categories, and of 11 
different types.



We consider 
visualizations of eye fixation data of a population

to discover patterns across 
different information visualizations, 

and then we
quantify the patterns using eye fixation metrics.

Given all of this data, we want to consider the kinds of visualizations that can help us 
discover patters in all of this eye movement data, and then metrics that can quantify 
these patterns. In the next few slides I’ll mention some of these visualizations and 
metrics.



Fixation heatmaps

Many of you are probably familiar with fixation heatmaps, whereby fixations of a 
population of viewers are smoothed and overlayed to highlight the portions of a 
visualization that captured viewer attention.



Fixation heatmaps

fixations total per visualization, total per element

refixations number of returns to element

TFT total fixation time

FTA fixation time per unit area of element

DOF diversity of fixations (total elements fixated)

IEF inter-element fixations (transitions)

Given the location and duration of all of these fixations, there’s a number of ways of 
quantifying this data, and running statistics over a large set of users and a large set of 
visualizations. For sake of time, I will not describe all of these here, but please refer to 
the paper for details.



Coverage

Coverage is another way to view the eye fixation data of a population, by thresholding 
the fixation heatmap at various thresholds. This gives us a sense of the relative 
importance of different areas of the display, and the portion of the visualization that 
most viewers visit.



Fig. 2. Each plot includes a fixation metric (see Table 1) computed by intersecting fixation locations of observers on visualizations with polygons
outlining the visualization elements. The visualization elements are listed on the x-axis of each of these plots. The values plotted are means and
standard errors computed over all the observers and all 393 target visualizations.

Fig. 4. Analyzing fixation coverage can help diagnose potential design issues. (a) The photographic element may have distracted observers, who
paid no attention to the bar graph; (b) The title at the bottom, explaining the visualization, was missed; (c) Some regions of the map attracted
observers’ attention more than others, and the logo at the bottom right redirected attention; (d) A visualization with many components and high
coverage - observers were engaged, and examined the majority of the visualization.

Fig. 5. Heatmaps created by selectively accumulating fixations of different durations, across all observers. Top row: fixations less than 200 ms.
Middle row: fixations between 200 and 300 ms. Bottom row: fixations between 300 and 500 ms.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Coverage

We can use this visualization to debug design and see common areas of the 
visualization missed by observers. Here, we used the same threshold for all 4 
visualizations but have very different coverages. Note that in the first 2 cases, 
observers miss the bar graph and title, respectively. In the last visualization, observers 
visit most of the areas of the table, possibly integrating this information. Coverage is 
also easily quantifiable, since we can measure this area. Again, more details are 
available in the paper.



< 200 ms

Fig. 2. Each plot includes a fixation metric (see Table 1) computed by intersecting fixation locations of observers on visualizations with polygons
outlining the visualization elements. The visualization elements are listed on the x-axis of each of these plots. The values plotted are means and
standard errors computed over all the observers and all 393 target visualizations.

Fig. 4. Analyzing fixation coverage can help diagnose potential design issues. (a) The photographic element may have distracted observers, who
paid no attention to the bar graph; (b) The title at the bottom, explaining the visualization, was missed; (c) Some regions of the map attracted
observers’ attention more than others, and the logo at the bottom right redirected attention; (d) A visualization with many components and high
coverage - observers were engaged, and examined the majority of the visualization.

Fig. 5. Heatmaps created by selectively accumulating fixations of different durations, across all observers. Top row: fixations less than 200 ms.
Middle row: fixations between 200 and 300 ms. Bottom row: fixations between 300 and 500 ms.

200-300 ms

300-500 ms

Duration plots

An alternative to considering all fixations at once, we can separately build fixation maps 
for fixations of different durations. This can be used to analyze which aspects of a 
visualization are examined for different amounts of time, and link this to cognitive 
levels of processing. For instance, fixations shorter than about 200 ms are considered 
automatic, and not necessarily conscious. We can see that with longer durations, 
participants begin to study more of the data aspects.



LOW 
IOC

Table 1. Eye-tracking fixation metrics calculated in order to evaluate the results of participants’ encoding and recognition gaze patterns.
MEASURE DESCRIPTION
Fixations Fixations are discrete spatial locations extracted from continuous eye movement data. A fixation is recorded

when the eyes are still according to pre-set (velocity, acceleration, and motion) thresholds4.
Refixations The number of times a viewer returns to an element during the entire viewing period (including the first time

the element is fixated). Consecutive fixations on the same element are not counted.
Total fixation time (TFT) Total duration of a viewer’s fixations landing on a given visual element throughout the entire viewing period.
Fixation time per unit area (FTA) A viewer’s total fixation time (TFT) divided by the area (in pixels) of a visual element.
Diversity of fixations (DOF) The number of unique elements fixated upon by a viewer during the entire viewing period.
Inter-element fixations (IEF) The number of times a viewer fixates on a different set of visual elements from one fixation to the next. Some

of the elements fixated can be the same, as long as the whole set is different.

all of the different possible fixation patterns will lead different ob-
servers to derive similar conclusions from the visualization. Will the
message of the visualization be clear no matter which of those ways
the visualization is examined? If the designer of the visualization in-
tended the visualization to be read in a particular way, then a low IOC
could be hinting that not all observers are examining the visualiza-
tion in the expected way. See Fig. 3 for example fixation heatmaps
on a visualization with low IOC and one with high IOC. In general,
dense and crowded visualizations - those with a lot of information -
have low IOC because there is a lot to look at, and different observers
choose to look at different things. Simple, clean visualizations direct
the observer’s attention, and as a result different observers look at these
visualizations in similar ways.

Fig. 3. Top row: a visualization with low inter-observer consistency
(IOC). Different observers examine the visualization in different ways
- will they get the same information out of it? Bottom row: a visual-
ization with high IOC. All observers have a very similar fixation pattern
on this visualization. This visualization tends to consistently guide the
observer’s attention. For ease of comparing the fixation patterns of dif-
ferent observers, the original visualizations have been gray-scaled first.

3.4 Coverage
Coverage measures the amount of image area covered by fixations [30]
- in other words, how much of the visualization did observers actually
look at? Coverage is computed by thresholding the fixation map at
some critical threshold, kept constant across all of the images to fa-
cilitate comparison. Low coverage indicates that only a small portion
of the image was actually fixated. Analyzing coverage can help di-
agnose potential design issues. If a large part of the visualization is
covered in data but the fixation coverage is low, then the observers
may have missed crucial parts of the message. Consider the examples
in Fig. 4: an analysis of coverage can tell us which elements of each
visualization are likely to be missed by observers. Overall, we find
that among the 50 visualizations with highest coverage, 34% are info-
graphics, while of the 50 visualizations with lowest coverage, 40% are
news media. Infographics visualizations have on average more cov-
erage (0.44) than news media visualizations (0.40, p < 0.05). Recall

that the news media visualizations received the most total number of
fixations. Does this contradict the coverage finding? Overall, info-
graphics and news media visualizations receive the most fixations, in-
dicating observer engagement, but our news media visualizations tend
to be simpler and have fewer components than our infographics. As
a result, the fixations on the infographics are more spread out during
the viewing period, leading to a higher coverage. Thus, by considering
multiple fixation metrics, a fuller story unfolds.

Note also that coverage is also a function of time. For instance,
given a very long time to look at a visualization, there is no reason
why there would not be full coverage. Given a short fixation period,
high coverage could also indicate that observers are glancing over the
whole visualization, without focusing their attention on certain key
elements.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced a number of eye movement metrics
that can be used to summarize fixation behavior on visualizations. We
discussed different ways that these metrics can be used to make in-
ferences about observer interactions with visualizations and about the
effectiveness of different visualization designs. We also presented a
number of techniques for visualizing some properties of fixation be-
havior that these metrics aim to capture. Our visualization code will be
made available at http://massvis.mit.edu. Note that a thor-
ough treatment of other properties of eye movement behavior like scan
paths and saccades has mostly been left out of the current paper, and
remains for further consideration.
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HIGH 
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Inter-observer consistency

By running similarity comparisons across the fixation heatmaps of different observers 
or groups of observers, we can quantify (IOC score) how consistent the eye movement 
patterns are across a population. This is informative of how well a design guides user 
attention. The relevant question then becomes: will everyone get the same information 
out of the information visualization?



“A Crowdsourced Alternative to Eye-tracking for Visualization Understanding”
Kim, N.W., Bylinskii, Z., Borkin, M., Oliva, A., Gajos, K.Z., Pfister, H. (CHI EA’15)

Ongoing work

These and other metrics are available in the paper. To give you a hint as to how we 
continue to expand our dataset to even larger groups of observers, please see our CHI 
workshop paper. Our preliminary studies demonstrate how click data on blurred 
visualizations (collected on MTurk) can approximate eye movement data collected in the 
lab, allowing us to move from tens of viewers to hundreds.
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